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Abstract—Derived from Tilt-up construction in North
America, Tilt-up Building System conducts shear transfer
through roof bracing and connecting support instead of roof
skin, which makes design methods more complied with the
national code. In this paper, the force transfer system of Tilt-up
Building System is firstly introduced. Then a simulation with
Sap2000 is performed and both of the deformation property of
Tilt-up Building and stress characteristic of wallboard are
obtained. Subsequently, design of Tilt-up wall is studied and a
new wallboard form, Tilt-up wallboard with fixed constraints at
the bottom and hinged constraints at the top, and
corresponding design methods are proposed. Meanwhile, a
simplified method of wallboard hoisting analysis is
demonstrated. Finally, conversions of wind load and
earthquake effect between Chinese code and American code are
executed and a visualization procedure based on VB platform is
developed.

Fig. 1. Tilt-up building system.

Index Terms—Tilt-up building system, tilt-up wall, wind load,
seismic effect.

A. Force Transfer System of Tilt-up Building System
The vertical loads exerted on Tilt-up Building System are
delivered through purlines or steel beams to tilt-up wall,
which makes tilt-up wall subjected to the eccentric axial load.
The wind load or seismic effect is transferred to tilt-up wall
through roof bracing and connection bracing and the in-plane
shear forces of Tilt-up wall are formed. Taking the wind load
along the direction of gable wall as an example, the total
shear forces of the both sides of the wall are formed through
roof bracing and connection bracing. The shear force of each
wall can be assigned according to the stiffness of the wall,
which can be simplified as the assignment by the length of
each wall when conducting calculation approximately.

I. INTRODUCTION
Portal frame is widely applied to plants and warehouse
buildings, of which purlins and wall beams are often made of
cold-formed steel, roof and wall maintenance structure being
often composed of profiled steel sheet or light steel sandwich
panel. On the one hand, the color plate exterior wall needs
regular maintenance with generally a replacement cycle of
every twenty years. On the other side, the requirements of the
color plate wall are so rigid that the details of wall closing are
relatively lax.
The application of Tilt-up Building System[1]-[7] in North
America is applied in extremely extensively in the design of
the non-living low-layer buildings, such as logistics center,
business center, low storey office building. The roof of
Tilt-up Construction must have enough in-plane stiffness to
deliver the shear force caused by the wind load and seismic
effect, where the skin effect is formed by utilizing the thick
Deck plate and purlins. As shown in Fig. 1, the shear forces
in Tilt-up Construction are delivered through roof bracing
and connection bracing instead of roof skin, which makes
design methods more complied with the national code.

1 / Ktotal  1 / Kbending  1 / Kshear

(1)

where Kbending  12Ec I / h 3 , Kshear  GA / 1.2h
In order to ensure the effective transmission of lateral load
of the flank and take economy into consideration, tilt-up wall
can be set in the intermediate firewall. Tilt-up wall of firewall
can be set with both the bottom and the top hinged and
playing a role in the distribution of shear force; or be set as a
cantilever plate with the bottom fixed without participating
the distribution of shear force.
The following is a practical Tilt-up Construction Model. It
is a four-span and double-slope logistics center with each
span of 24m). The total length is 240m and the column space
is 12m. The structure is subjected to various loads including
the dead load of 0.35kN/m2, the live load of 0.3kN/m2, the
snow load of 0.7kN/m2 and the wind load of 0.35kN/m2
(Roughness: B type). The structure is located at the
non-seismic zone. The overall model established in SAP2000
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II. TILT-UP BUILDING SYSTEM
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software is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 4. Deformation of structure under the wind load along the flank.
Fig. 2. Overall model established in SAP 2000.

As shown in Fig. 3, the deformation of building under
wind load in the direction of gable wall distributes in the
shape of a parabola along the span, and the maximum
deformation occurs in the mid-span. The deformation
gradually decreases along the length direction. As shown in
Fig. 4, when increasing the stiffness of the rigid frame at the
firewall and setting the roof bracing on both sides, the
deformation of building distributes in a wavy shape along the
length. The maximum deformation occurs in middle of the
two firewalls or the middle of firewall and gable wall.
Fig. 3. Deformation of structure under the wind load along the gable.

Fig. 5. Stress nephogram of gable wallboard under wind load along the gable.

Fig. 6. Stress nephogram of flank wallboard under wind load along the gable.

Fig. 7. Sketch of tilt-up building system.

As shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, subjected to the wind load,
the gable wallboard mainly suffers the out-of-plane bending
moment and deformation, and the wallboard of the flank
suffers in-plane shear force. The maximum stress occurs in
the connection of the steel beam and the wallboard or the
connection of the canopy and the wallboard.

same time, tilt-up walls are prefabricated on the spot. By
using the flexible plate mold of the baseboard, different lines
and chamfers can be created. Simultaneously, combined with
a variety of surface treatment, the aesthetic effect can be
gained. From the entire life cycle of the project, tilt-up
building system is more economical than the portal frame.

B. Advantages of Tilt-up Building System
As shown in Fig. 7, the walls of Tilt-up Construction are
composed of the reinforced concrete, with high strength,
collision resistance, and less regular maintenance. At the

III. THE DESIGN OF TILT-UP WALL
The mechanical model of Tilt-up wallboard should be
established considering the wall holed and the form of the
337
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foundation. The slenderness ratio of the wallboard is
stipulated in CSA [8] as below.

50
lc / h  

60

singlelayerreinforcement
doublelayerreinforcement

D. Analysis of Hoisting of Tilt-up Wallboard
Generally, the wallboard can be hoisted after the concrete
is conserved for seven to ten days. The whole process
analysis should be conducted to guarantee the accuracy. To
make the design easy, the wallboard can be simplified as the
bending member along the span direction and the length
direction. By analyzing the internal force when hoisting is
started, the position of lifting point can be certified. For the
load exerted on the wallboard, the gravity can only be
considered. Considering the adhesive force, the safety factor
can be 0.2.

(2)

A. Designing Detail of Tilt-up Wall
The bending moment of the wallboard is mainly caused by
the lateral (out-of-plane) load (wind load or seismic action),
which is much more than the moment caused by the eccentric
effect of the axial load. Considering the eccentric effect of the
axial load, the second order effect (P-Δ effect) should be
involved in the analysis of the wallboard. The corresponding
expression is as below.
M max  M a  Pmax

IV. DIFFERENCE OF VELOCITY WIND PRESSURE AND THE
CONVERSION

(3)

The standard value of wind pressure is given as below in
<Load code for the design of building structures>
(GB50009-2012) [9].

where
 max 

5 M max l 2 M max

48 Ec le
Kb

(4)

wk   z s z w0

(5)

where w0 is the basic wind pressure; v0 is certified under five
conditions including the geography being relatively flat and
spacious, the height being 10m above the ground, recurrence
period being 50 years, the average time interval being 10min,
and the wind speed being the maximum annual wind speed.
Subjected to wind load, the velocity wind pressure at the
height of z can be calculated as below [10].

Kb can be equal to the flexural rigidity of the wallboard
subjected to lateral load conservatively. The maximum
moment Ma at the middle height of the wallboard at the
normal service condition will be coordinated with the
deformation of wall Δs by iterative method. The plane design
of wallboard includes the overturning resistance checking
calculation, shear resistance checking calculation, and the
checking calculation shear fiction between wallboard and
indoor floor.

qz  0.613K z K zt Kd v02

B. Cantilever Wallboard
For the indoor firewall, in addition to adopting rigid frame,
the cantilever wallboard with the bottom fixed can also be
adopted if it plays no part in the distribution of shearing force.
And then the mechanical model of wallboard can be
simplified as the freely supported parapet with a length of 2lc.
For the semi-capped building, the wind load can be
calculated as the half of the original value.

(6)

where v0 is the basic wind speed certified under five
conditions including the geography being relatively flat and
spacious, the height being 10m above the ground, recurrence
period being 50 years, the average time interval being the
time spent on the distance of 1 mile, and the wind speed being
the maximum annual wind speed.
The relationship between different average wind speeds
adopting the average time interval can be expressed as below.
vt ( z )  v3600 ( z ) 1   ct / 2.5 ln( z / z0 ) 

C. Wallboard with the Bottom Fixed and the Top Hinged
As is shown in Fig.8, for the convenience of the hoisting of
wallboard, the wallboard can be designed with the bottom
fixed and the top hinged. The wallboard can be simplified as
the freely supported parapet with a calculating length of 0.7lc.

(7)

where vt(z) is the average wind speed with the average time
interval being t; v3600(z) is the average wind speed with the
average time interval being lh; β is the parameter related to
geography; ct can be confirmed according to the statistical
analysis of the wind speed documents. The values of ct in
standard geomorphology are shown in Table I.
TABLE I: THE VALUES OF THE PARAMETER
Time

1

10

20

30

50

100
1.02

ct

3

2.32

2

1.73

1.35

Time

200

300

600

1000

3600

ct

0.7

0.54

0.36

0.16

0

The conversion procedure is compiled adopting VB
calculating language as below.
Private Sub Command1_Click()
w = CSng(Text1.Text)
z = CSng(Text2.Text)
v0 = 89.5 * Sqr(w)

Fig. 8. Tilt-up wall with the bottom fixed and the top hinged.
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t = 3600 / v0
ct = 0.141 + 1.7 * Exp(-t / 23.5) + 1.2 * Exp(-t / 288.7)
v = (2.5 * Log(10 / z) + Sqr(4.5 - 0.856 * Log(z)) * ct) / (2.5 * Log(10 / z)
+ Sqr(4.5 - 0.856 * Log(z)) * 0.36) * v0 * 0.44704
v = Format(v, "0.0")
Label4.Caption = CStr(v)
kzt = CSng(Text3.Text)
kz = CSng(Text5.Text)
I = CSng(Text4.Text)
q = 0.613 * 0.85 * kz * kzt * I * v * v
q = Format(q, "0.0")
Label10.Caption = CStr(q)
End Sub

Label16.Caption = CStr(Format(fv, "0.000"))
sds = 2 / 3 * fa * ss
sd1 = 2 / 3 * fv * s1
Label17.Caption = CStr(Format(sds, "0.000"))
Label18.Caption = CStr(Format(sd1, "0.000"))
tpkpm = CSng(Text2.Text)
h = CSng(Text3.Text)
ta = 0.02 * (h / 3.08284) ^ 0.75
If sd1 >= 0.3 Then
cu = 1.4
Else
If sd1 >= 0.1 And sd1 < 0.3 Then
cu = 1.4 + 0.3 / 0.2 * (0.3 - sd1)
Else
cu = 1.7
End If
End If
If tpkpm <= cu * ta Then
t = tpkpm
Else
t = cu * ta
End If
Label23.Caption = CStr(Format(ta, "0.000"))
Label29.Caption = CStr(Format(cu, "0.000"))
Label35.Caption = CStr(Format(t, "0.000"))
r = CSng(Text4.Text)
ie = CSng(Text5.Text)
tl = CSng(Text6.Text)
If t <= tl Then
If sds / (r / ie) <= sd1 / t / (r / ie) Then
cs = sds / (r / ie)
Else
cs = sd1 / t / (r / ie)
End If
Else
If sds / (r / ie) <= sd1 * tl / t / t / (r / ie) Then
cs = sds / (r / ie)
Else
cs = sd1 * tl / t / t / (r / ie)
End If
End If
Label30.Caption = CStr(Format(t, "0.000"))
End Sub

V. DIFFERENCE OF SEISMIC EFFECT AND THE CONVERSION
A. Conversion of Site Classification
As shown is Table II [11], the conversion of site
classification between two codes is conducted according to
the equivalent velocity of shear wave.
TABLE II: CONVERSION OF SITE CLASSIFICATION
Code of Chinese

Code of United States
v20 ≥ 1500m/s, A

Ⅰ0

v20 < 1500m/s, B

Ⅰ

v20 ≥ 760m/s, B

Ⅰ1

v20 < 760m/s, C
v20 ≥ 330m/s, C

Ⅱ

v20 < 330m/s, D
v20 ≥ 160m/s, D

Ⅲ

v20 < 160m/s, E
Ⅳ

E

B. Conversion of Ground Motion Parameters
The relationship between two codes is as below.

 SS  2.5 CN ACC / Fa


 S1  2.5 CN ACC Tg / Fv

VI. CONCLUSION
Comparing to portal frame, ‘Tilt-up construction’ is
aesthetic, high-strength, collision resistant and needs to be
repaired less frequently. Roof bracing and connection
bracing are used replacing roof skin effect and deliver the
shear force, which renders the design more suitable to the
code.
Subjected to the lateral load along gable, the out-of-plane
bending moment and deformation of the wallboard of the
gable will be caused. The wallboard of the flank will be
subjected to the in-plane shear force. The deformation along
the span will exhibit the parabolic distribution. The
maximum of deformation will appear at the middle span and
gradually decrease along the length direction. The similar
law can be found when the structure subjected to the lateral
load along flank.
The Tilt-up wallboard with the bottom fixed and the top
hinged and the corresponding design methods are proposed
to make the hoisting of wallboard easier. The wallboard can
be simplified as the bending member along the span and the
length. The conversion between the code of Chinese and
United States is conducted by compiling the procedure.
To realize the popularity of Tilt-up construction, it is

(8)

where SS, S1 are, respectively, the accelerated speed
considering the short cycle at B-type site and the time of 1s
both under the maximum seismic effect stipulated in the
ASCE; 2.5 is structural influence factor; Fa and Fv are the site
parameters; Acc and Tg are, respectively, the peak accelerated
speed and the characteristic cycle of site-specific response
spectrum both corresponding to the basic intensity stipulated
in the code of Chinese; γCN is the ratio of the peak accelerated
speed with different recurrence periods.
The procedure is compiled adopting VB calculation
language as below.
Private Sub Command1_Click()
……
s1i = s1
s1 = 2.5 * rcn * acc * tg / fv
Loop While ((ss - ssi) / ss) > 0.05
Label13.Caption = CStr(Format(ss, "0.000"))
Label14.Caption = CStr(Format(s1, "0.000"))
Label15.Caption = CStr(Format(fa, "0.000"))
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[11] H. S. Lu, “Characterization of different site category method on strong
ground motion,” presented at the 14th World Conference on
Earthquake Engineering, Beijing, China, October 12-17, 2008.

suggested that the symmetrical calculating software is
designed and applied to practical engineering.
Simultaneously, mechanical problems of large scale
wallboard during the process of hoisting and the mechanical
behavior of joints are required to be studied.
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